Abstract -The dynamical dipole mode was investigated in the mass region of the 192 Pb compound nucleus, both in fusion-evaporation and fission events. We present here our results for the fusion-evaporation channel, that prove the dynamical dipole mode excitation also in nuclei much heavier than those studied previously.
INTRODUCTION
In N/Z asymmetric heavy-ion reactions, it is possible to excite a pre-equilibrium collective dipole oscillation that can develop along the symmetry axis of the dinuclear system [1] [2] [3] . This oscillation, called "Dynamical Dipole mode" (DD), decays emitting prompt dipole -rays, in addition to those coming from the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) thermally excited in the hot compound nucleus (CN). The DD radiation presents i) a centroid energy lower than that of a statistical GDR built in a spherical nucleus of similar mass due to the high deformation of the emitting source [2, 3] ii) an anisotropic angular distribution with respect to the beam axis because the oscillation is confined in the reaction plane [4] and iii) a yield that is predicted to depend on both the beam energy and the reaction dynamics [3] . Experimentally, the DD mode has been investigated in deep inelastic and fusionevaporation heavy-ion collisions [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In these measurements, typically in the mass region of Ce, an excess of -rays was observed in the GDR energy region for a charge asymmetric reaction, with respect to a more charge symmetric one forming the same CN at identical conditions [6] [7] [8] [9] or with respect to statistical model calculations [10] . This  excess was attributed to the decay of the predicted DD.
The emission of pre-equilibrium DD -rays in fusion reactions decreases the excitation energy and hence the initial temperature of the nucleus reaching the statistical phase. This cooling mechanism might be suitable to favour the production of super-heavy elements (SHE) in hot fusion processes. In the above context, in order to verify whether the DD is excited also in systems heavier than those studied before, we decided to study the DD in the region of the 192 Pb CN.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiment was performed by using the 40 [11] , the spin distribution of the CN formed in the two reactions is identical.
Light charged particles and -rays were detected by using the MEDEA experimental apparatus [12] , made of 180 BaF2 scintillators, and identified by combining pulse shape analysis and time of flight information. The radiofrequency signal of the Cyclotron was used as time reference.
The fusion-evaporation residues were detected by four position sensitive Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPACs), subtending 7° in placed symmetrically around the beam direction at = 7° polar angle and 70 cm from the target. Down-scaled single events together with coincidence events between at least one fired BaF2 and a PPAC were collected. By using the above trigger we deduce the -ray double differential multiplicity spectra from the ratio of the number of coincidences between -rays and evaporation residues and the number of single evaporation events. Details and preliminary results of the experiment can be found in [13] .
From the analysis of the energy spectra of the light charged particle in evaporation events we demonstrated that the two reactions lead to the formation of a CN with the same average mass at the same average excitation energy. Therefore, as in our previous works [8, 9] , all the parameters except the dipole moment were kept identical in the two reactions, so that any difference in their -ray spectra and angular distributions can be attributed to the difference in the entrance channel charge asymmetry. By comparing the center-of-mass double differential -ray spectra of the two reactions in evaporation events an excess of -rays in the more charge asymmetric reaction, concentrated in the energy range E = 8-15 MeV, was observed. This can be seen in Fig.1 , where the difference between the spectra of the two systems is shown. This excess is related to the DD  decay and can be reproduced by means of a lorentzian curve folded by the experimental apparatus response function [14] (line in the figure) with a centroid energy EDD = 11 MeV and a width DD = 3.5 MeV. We observe that EDD is lower than the ground state GDR centroid energy EGDR ~13.5 MeV for a mass in the region of 192, confirming the high deformation of the emitting source, in agreement with expectations for DD emission [2, 3] and with our previous works [8, 9] .
Figure 1:
Difference between the charge asymmetric and charge symmetric reaction center-of-mass -ray multiplicity spectra. The solid line is described in the text.
In Fig.2 we show the DD -ray angular distribution, obtained integrating the observed -ray excess in the interval 10 MeV<E<14 MeV, the energy region where the DD -ray yield is mostly concentrated. We note that it is anisotropic around 90° with respect to the beam direction. The solid line corresponds to a Legendre polynomial expansion M() = M0 [1+Q2a2P2cos()], where a2 is the anisotropy coefficient and Q2 is an attenuation factor for the finite -ray counter, with an a2 value of -0.84, suggested by BNV theoretical calculations [3] . It reproduces the experimental data quite well, indicating  emission from a dipole oscillation axis that has performed a small rotation with respect to the beam axis. This is a clear evidence of pre-equilibrium nature of this emission.
All together these findings prove that the DD mode can be excited also in heavy systems. 
